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Abstract—Robustness to variations in environmental
conditions and camera viewpoint is essential for long-term place
recognition, navigation and SLAM. Existing systems typically
solve either of these problems, but invariance to both remains
a challenge. This paper presents a training-free approach to
lateral viewpoint- and condition-invariant, vision-based place
recognition. Our successive frame patch-tracking technique
infers average scene depth along traverses and automatically
rescales views of the same place at different depths to
increase their similarity. We combine our system with the
condition-invariant SMART algorithm and demonstrate
place recognition between day and night, across entire
4-lane-plus-median-strip roads, where current algorithms fail.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robust vision-based place recognition requires the ability
to recognise familiar places across variations in camera
viewpoint and environmental conditions (including time of
day), which we refer to as condition variance. Despite
these challenges, vision has advantages over other sensor
modalities – such as lasers – including its relatively low
cost and power requirements, small size, passive nature
and ubiquity. Additionally, vision-based place recognition
systems have the potential to work in GPS-denied areas –
such as indoor environments and tunnels, and small-scale
environments where high-resolution GPS is expensive.
Existing place recognition systems cope well with
significant variations in camera viewpoint [1]–[4] or
condition variance [5]–[10], but simultaneous invariance
to both remains an ongoing challenge. In this paper, we
propose an approach which adds significant lateral viewpoint
invariance to existing condition-invariant algorithms, such as
Sequence Matching Across Route Traversals (SMART) [7].
We present a new automatic image scaling technique
that enables place recognition along routes with significant
lateral camera shifts. Using sideways imagery, e.g. from 2
sideways-facing cameras (Fig. 1) – or the side regions of an
omnidirectional sensor – the lateral platform positional shift
problem is transformed into one of observed scene depth,
where similarity can be improved by scaling one image
relative to the other. Our technique combines odometry
and condition-invariant patch tracking to infer average
scene depth along traverses and uses this information
to automatically rescale images prior to assessing their
similarity.
1E. Pepperell, P. I. Corke and M. J. Milford are with the School
of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science in the ARC Centre of
Excellence for Robotic Vision at the Queensland University of Technology,
Brisbane, Australia. e.pepperell@qut.edu.au This work was
supported by an Australian Research Council DECRA grant (DE120100995)
awarded to M. J. Milford.
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Fig. 1: Place recognition is difficult under large changes in
conditions and viewpoint, as encountered in environments such
as multiple-lane roads across day-night cycles. We demonstrate
a patch tracking algorithm, which detects the depth ratio
between 2 images and rescales the far view to approximate
the near view. We combine the new algorithm with the
condition-invariant SMART to enable place recognition under
large variations in appearance.
We evaluate the performance of the complete new system
against the unmodified SMART algorithm on 2 challenging
road vehicle datasets in highway and suburban environments.
Our test scenarios incorporate varying degrees of lateral
camera shifts up to the complete width of a 4-lane road with
a median strip, using images obtained from car journeys in
opposing directions across a day-night cycle.
This paper proceeds as follows: Section II provides an
overview of prior work, Section III summarises the SMART
algorithm, Section IV describes our new auto-scaling image
comparison approach, Section V details the evaluation
methodology, Section VI presents the results, and Section VII
discusses our findings and future work endeavours.
II. BACKGROUND
In many applications, a place recognition or Simultaneous
Localisation And Mapping (SLAM) system must operate
in large-scale environments or over long periods of time.
Towards the former criterion, algorithms such as FAB-MAP
have demonstrated place recognition on journeys exceeding
1000 km [1]. FAB-MAP – along with SLAM systems
such as MonoSLAM [2] and FrameSLAM [4] – uses
feature descriptors, such as Speeded Up Robust Features
(SURF) [11] to represent places, providing invariance to
scale and rotation (and hence camera viewpoint). However,
feature-based approaches lack condition invariance [5], [12];
limiting their robustness in long-term operation.
Existing condition-invariant approaches either attempt to
represent places in lighting-invariant forms [13], [14]; use a
training approach to dynamically model or predict changes
in appearance [10], [15]–[18]; build a database of scenes
under differing conditions [19]; or attempt to learn invariant
place-dependent features [20]. The drawbacks of these
techniques are their requirement of multiple visits to a place,
and limited applicability to previously-unseen environmental
conditions. Many also lack viewpoint invariance.
Including temporal information can improve place
recognition performance, as demonstrated by Sequence
SLAM (SeqSLAM) [5], which matches sequences of
image to attain condition-invariance. SeqSLAM has been
demonstrated with motion blur [8], on very long
journeys [9] and using non-linear [19], [21] and particle
filter-based sequence searching [22]. SeqSLAM’s successor,
SMART [7], introduced odometry-corrected search, variable
offset image matching and sky removal to surpass the
accuracy of its predecessor. However, whole-image methods
are hindered by their lack of viewpoint invariance; a
shortcoming we work towards addressing in this paper. We
extend the multiple-scale method demonstrated in a pilot
trial [23] by automating the scale selection process.
III. THE SMART ALGORITHM
The SMART algorithm provides the condition-invariant
place recognition component of our combined system. We
briefly summarise its whole-image matching and sequence
search components here. For full details, please refer to [6].
A. Image Comparison
Prior to comparison, images are resolution-reduced and
patch-normalised to enhance contrast. In daytime images, the
sky is automatically detected and removed (blackened) to
improve similarity between images with dissimilar skies.
SMART uses Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) to
compare each query image (IQ) to each database image (ID)
and calculate a difference score:
d =
1
RxRy
|IQ− ID| (1)
where d is the difference score and Rx and Ry are the
horizontal and vertical image dimensions, respectively. To
add a small degree of alignment tolerance, each image pair is
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Fig. 2: For each column, DˆT , of the difference matrix, M, the
best-matching image sequence is found by taking the sum of
all difference elements along a 45◦ line as it is moved vertically
down the matrix. The lowest-cost sequence is selected, and its
midpoint represents one frame pair match. A section of M of
one sequence length (ds) in width is shown. Elements with the
lowest difference scores are represented in blue.
compared with variable offsets up to horizontal and vertical
maxima (in the range of ±xmax and ±ymax), such that the
SAD score of the overlapping region is minimised. The
difference scores are assembled into a difference matrix, M.
B. Odometry-Corrected Local Sequence Searching
SMART performs place recognition by searching for
coherent sequences of image matches, rather than selecting
globally-best individual frame matches. Odometry is used to
equalise the spacing between processed video frames, such
that sequences can be searched as 45◦straight-lines through
M. Each element of M is normalised within a neighbourhood
(l) in its column by subtracting the local mean and dividing
by the local standard deviation to enhance local matching
scores. Coherent sequences are then found within this matrix
by searching for the lowest-cost linear paths of fixed length,
as shown in Fig. 2. Finally, a global threshold is applied to
accept or reject the matched sequences.
IV. AUTOMATIC IMAGE SCALING
Whole-image-based place recognition algorithms like
SMART are demonstrably condition-invariant, but sensitive
to changes in camera scene depth between visits to a given
place. Here, we detail our automatic image scaling technique
to enable these methods to function under such variations.
A. Image Scaling and Synthetic View Generation
Our approach exploits the nature of the SMART algorithm,
which can correctly recognise a familiar place, provided its
current appearance is approximately similar over sequences
of low-resolution imagery. With this knowledge, we use
sideways imagery above the horizon and scale (zoom in) the
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Fig. 3: The auto-scaling algorithm rescales images for input
into the place recognition algorithm. As with SMART, 2 image
streams and a source of odometry are required.
far views to approximate the near views, as in Fig. 1. We
make the assumption that the observed scene is relatively
planar or sufficiently distal, such that perspective effects are
minimal. No assumptions are made as to the lateral platform
positions for the database and query traverses.
To determine which view to scale and by what proportion,
we use information already assumed available to SMART
– image data and a source of odometry, as shown in
Fig. 3. Odometry is used to provide a constant spatial
frame separation, which is combined with inter-frame patch
tracking to infer an average scene depth on a per-frame basis.
We employ large patch tracking over more sophisticated
feature-based approaches, as it is analogous to whole-image
matching; robust in the presence of poor illumination and
motion blur [8].
Prior to SMART analysing an image pair, the image
(database or query) with the smaller pixel shift (furthest
distance to scene) is cropped and scaled proportionally to
produce an approximate synthetic view of equal image size.
B. Patch Tracking
Our patch tracking approach assumes 2D motion on a
ground plane. It employs a monolithic patch (see Section V-D
for experimental parameters) to find horizontal pixel shifts
between successive frames, and hence average scene depths.
The use of a single patch tends to track the average
movement of the largest objects in a scene, which are most
significant in SMART’s whole-image comparison.
Approximate scene shift, xs, is measured between adjacent
frames by finding the location of a patch PB, in the next
frame, Fi+1, such that its SAD score with an equal-sized,
static patch, PA, in the current frame, Fi, is minimised
(Fig. 4):
xs = argmin
−ks≤xs≤ks
|PA−PB| (2a)
PA = Fi[Qy : Qy+Py,Qx : Qx+Px] (2b)
PB = Fi+1[Qy : Qy+Py,Qx+ xs : Qx+Px+ xs] (2c)
where ks is the maximum shift distance, (Qx,Qy) is the patch
location (top-left corner) in Fi, Px is the patch width and Py
is the patch height. ks is set to limit large, likely erroneous
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Fig. 4: Successive frame patch tracking. A patch (PA) at
location (Qx,Qy) from one frame (Fi) is compared to an
equal-sized patch (PB) in the next frame Fi+1. The location of
(PB) is shifted left and right up to a maximum of ks in each
direction to find the patch displacement, xs, corresponding to
the highest patch similarity (lowest SAD score).
scale ratios from transient spikes in measured shift – typically
caused by dynamic objects, such as other vehicles; and when
passing very to close static structure, such as trees.
This process is applied to all database and all query
frames to assign each with a corresponding pixel shift score.
Additionally, a rolling average of size equal to SMART’s
sequence length is applied to dampen transient variations in
perceived depth.
C. Parallel Sequence Searching
To increase the amount of information – and enable place
recognition in opposing directions, 2 camera views are used.
The above process is applied to both views across traverses
to produce a difference matrix for each camera pair (east
and west), denoted ME and MW, respectively. The matrices
are searched (as in Fig. 2) in parallel, and the sequence with
the lowest cost across both matrices for a given location is
chosen for the current hypothesis.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we describe our test environments,
experimental setup and data pre-processing, ground truth
measures and studies performed. Each experiment includes
a control case as a baseline; using “vanilla” SMART without
the new auto-scaling algorithm (albeit using the same parallel
matrix searching method for its 2 unscaled camera views).
A. Test Environment and Datasets
We evaluated our method on 2 challenging road datasets1
acquired in Queensland, Australia (Fig. 5); each consisting
of multiple passes in different lanes across day and night
on approximately 4 km, 4-lane, bidirectional road sections;
divided by median strips. The first dataset was collected
1Datasets are available at https://wiki.qut.edu.au/display/cyphy/Datasets
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Fig. 5: Aerial maps of the highway (top) and suburban
(bottom) datasets, showing the traversed sections of road
in red. Overhead imagery c© 2014 Cnes/Spot Image,
DigitalGlobe, Landsat. Map data c© 2014 Google.
along the Gold Coast Highway in Palm Beach (“highway”),
and the second was collected along Christine Avenue in the
Robina area (“suburban”). We refer to each lane numerically
from 1 to 4 – from east to west on the highway dataset and
from south to north on the suburban dataset.
B. Experimental Setup and Data Pre-Processing
Our experimental platform consisted of an unmodified
road vehicle with a GoPro Hero3 Black Edition camera
facing outwards from each side to produce views similar to
those in Fig. 1. Odometry was collected with an OBDPro
USB Scantool and a laptop computer. All videos were
recorded with PROTUNETM enabled (for better low-light
exposure) at a resolution of 1920 by 1440 pixels at 24 frames
per second. The videos were then rectified with OpenCV
to remove distortion, downsampled and uniformly cropped
above an approximate horizon to a final resolution of 480 by
120 pixels (Tx by Ty). While a static horizon crop assumes a
consistent camera pitch (as in 2D movement along a ground
plane), an accelerometer or IMU could be used to automate
this process and dynamically determine the horizon position.
C. Ground Truth
Ground truth was determined by synchronising the start
and end points of the database and query videos in each
scenario and interpolating in-between frame correspondences
using odometry; verified by manual inspection. Ground truth
can be considered correct to within approximately 3 metres.
D. Studies and Parameters
We evaluated the auto-scaling method against vanilla
SMART across day and night with 1, 2 and 3 lanes of lateral
pose shift on the highway dataset; varying which traverse
lane acted as the database and which acted as the query. To
verify these results, the 1 and 3-lane shift tests were repeated
on the more challenging suburban dataset.
TABLE I: PARAMETER LIST
Parameter Value Description
Rx, Ry 64, 32 SAD image size
fdist 1 m Frame distance
P 8×8 pixels Patch size
l 80 templates Neighbourhood length
xmax, ymax 0, 2 Maximum image comparison offsets
ds 200 m Sequence length
Tx, Ty 480, 120 Tracking and scaling resolution
Px, Py 240, 30 Tracking patch size
(Qx,Qy) (120, 90) Tracking patch location
ks 25 px Maximum patch shift
Table I shows the chosen parameter settings. SMART
parameters were selected from previously-successful
values [6], with a longer sequence length of 200 m to
compensate for more difficult conditions. Patch tracking
was performed on the rectified, pre-cropped images at full
resolution with a patch size equal to half the image width
and one quarter of its height (presented to scale in Fig. 4).
The patch was placed at the bottom of the image where
building structure has the most guaranteed presence. The
maximum patch shift, ks = 25, was chosen based on the 1
m frame separation and the rectified GoPro field of view, to
enforce a minimum distance to structure of approximately
8 metres – appropriate for this environment, with a heavy
presence of dynamic objects and occluded median strips.
VI. RESULTS
In this section, we present example sequence matches,
precision-recall curves, ground truth coverage plots and
auto-scaling performance figures. A video accompaniment to
this paper demonstrates our technique and example results.
A. Precision-Recall Performance and Dataset Coverage
Tables II and III show the scenarios tested and
summarise the recall results at 100% (and 90%) precision
on the highway and suburban datasets, respectively. For
comparison, recall figures attained by the vanilla SMART
algorithm without the new auto-scaling approach are
included – except where 90-100% precision was never
reached (denoted by ‘—’). Best results are shown in bold.
Precision-recall curves were generated by varying the
sequence cost threshold and comparing reported matches to
ground truth. Precision refers to the proportion of returned
frame pairs that were correct (within 40 m of ground truth
– similar to past studies [5], [24]; though the majority were
within 20 m), and recall is the proportion of total correct
frame pairs that were returned. Fig. 6 shows an example of
a correctly-matched sequence on the most difficult highway
dataset scenario at the 100% precision level.
Database Traverse (Night) 
Query Traverse (Day) 
Fig. 6: Overhead satellite image (top) and example frame pairs (middle, bottom) equally-spaced along a correctly-matched 200 m
sequence of the highway dataset across lanes 1 and 4 from the viewpoint of the east-facing cameras. Images are shown prior to
scaling by our algorithm. Overhead imagery c© 2014 Nearmap Ltd.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the precision-recall performance plots
and ground truth coverage (at 100% precision) for the
highway and suburban datasets, respectively. Our proposed
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Fig. 7: Highway dataset results for the 3 test scenarios,
showing precision-recall performance of the auto-scaling
approach compared to vanilla SMART (left column) and
ground truth coverage plots of the auto-scaling approach at
100% precision (right column) – note the inverted slope for
traverses in opposite directions.
TABLE II: HIGHWAY DATASET RESULTS
Scenario Best Recall at 100% (90%) Precision
Auto-Scaled Vanilla
Lane 1 (Night) to
Lane 2 (Day)
55% (78%) 43% (68%)
Lane 1 (Night) to
Lane 4 (Day)
30% (51%) —
Lane 3 (Day) to
Lane 1 (Night)
38% (51%) —
TABLE III: SUBURBAN DATASET RESULTS
Scenario Best Recall at 100% (90%) Precision
Auto-Scaled Vanilla
Lane 1 (Night) to
Lane 2 (Day)
65% (83%) 62% (78%)
Lane 1 (Night) to
Lane 4 (Day)
7% (9%) —
auto-scaling method outperformed the baseline in all tests –
particularly in scenarios involving more than 1 lane shift,
where vanilla SMART failed. The auto-scaling algorithm
attained significant matching coverage over all tests, with
the exception of the second scenario on the more difficult
suburban dataset – Section VI-B discusses its challenges.
B. Auto-Scaling Performance and Failure Cases
Fig. 9 shows pixel shift and depth ratio plots and example
images from the highway dataset where the patch tracking
algorithm correctly inferred depth for the majority of the
dataset; using the camera views closest to the scene under 1
lane of lateral shift. Matching failures occurred in indistinct
areas of the environment (e.g. bare land and bridges over
water), where depth inference was frequently incorrect and
image matching was weak.
Fig. 10 shows pixel shift and depth ratio plots and
example images from the most difficult suburban dataset
scenario: 3 lanes of lateral shift. As shown in Fig. 11,
the suburban dataset was particularly plagued by indistinct
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Fig. 8: Suburban dataset results for the 2 test scenarios,
showing precision-recall performance of the auto-scaling
approach compared to vanilla SMART (left column) and
ground truth coverage plots of the auto-scaling approach at
100% precision (right column) – note the inverted slope for
traverses in opposite directions.
environmental corridors and median strips occluded by
trees and bushes, which hindered both depth inference and
image similarity even under correct rescaling. However,
overall precision-recall performance significantly improved
on vanilla (Fig. 8), and succeeded in many areas of extreme
perceptual change (Fig. 10d-f).
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our proposed technique increased the generality of the
SMART algorithm by automatically detecting approximate
scene depths and rescaling to views to compensate for
changes in lateral platform position. Though demonstrated
on public roads, the algorithm could equally be deployed in
any route-based environment, such as building corridors and
footpaths. The naı¨ve planar, 2-frame patch tracking technique
correctly inferred depth in many cases, but had difficulty in
the presence of occluding objects at varying depths.
Unsurprisingly, performance weakened as the lateral shift
amount was increased. This can be attributed to several
compounding factors: (1) patch tracking is less likely to track
the same structure in a scene between traverses; (2) static
and dynamic occlusions become more frequent, affecting
both patch tracking and image comparison; and (3) even
with optimal scaling, perspective distortion becomes more
significant. We suggest possible improvements: (1) a more
sophisticated 3D or filtered depth-tracking approach could be
employed to better infer consistent scene depth over multiple
frames; (2) a confidence metric, to revert to unscaled view
comparisons if the depth ratio is deemed inappropriate; and
(3) an elevated omnidirectional camera to see past some
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Fig. 9: Graphs showing measured pixel shifts from patch
tracking for query frames and their corresponding database
frames (top plot), and inferred depth ratio from dividing the
database shift by the query shift (bottom plot) in the highway
1-2 scenario. As the daytime query traverse was further from
the scene, the blue line should always lie at a variable distance
above the red line (depth ratio ≥ 1). The left (circled in red)
example shows a failure case, where an indistinct scene caused
the patch tracking algorithm to (slightly) scale the wrong view
(a to b), and compare it to the unscaled query view (c). The
right (circled in green) example shows a typical success case
in this scenario, where the inferred depth was correct and the
daytime view (d) was rescaled correctly (e) to match the night
time view (f).
occluding objects (particularly vehicles) – similar to the
placement of the Velodyne laser on the Google car.
Our system localised successfully without assuming
the lane of travel in either traverse. Thus, route-based
environments can be mapped into databases without
constraints on their acquisition, potentially making
crowd-sourcing feasible, and enabling usage of existing
variable lane databases such as Google Street View.
Alternatively, if the database lane is known, the system could
be adapted to detect the current lateral vehicle position. The
use of low-resolution imagery allows lightweight databases
without privacy concerns to individuals recorded by the
camera.
Further extensions to this algorithm could enable its use
on arbitrary paths through open-field 2D environments by
combining a panoramic camera with a compass. Through
the research presented here, we hope to stimulate further
research into invariant place recognition and its applications
in low-cost personal and vehicular navigation.
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Fig. 10: Graphs showing measured pixel shifts from patch
tracking for query frames and their corresponding database
frames (top plot), and inferred depth ratio from dividing the
database shift by the query shift (bottom plot) in the suburban
1-4 scenario. As the daytime query traverse was closer to the
scene, the red line should always lie at a variable distance
above the blue line (depth ratio ≤ 1). The left (circled in
red) example shows a failure case, where an indistinct scene
caused the patch tracking algorithm to (slightly) scale the
wrong view (a to b), and compare it to the unscaled query
view (c). As the database view looks across an entire road,
prevalent occlusions – such as trees on the median strip (c)
– can cause erroneous depth inference, and especially hinder
image comparison. The right (circled in green) example shows
a success case – uncommon in this challenging scenario, where
the inferred depth was correct and the night view (d) was
rescaled correctly (e) to match the daytime view (f).
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